DH3 History of Low Countries. Benelux Countries
DH186.5 By period: Wars of independence (1555-1648): General works

DH403 History of Belgium
DH801 Local history and description
DH801 Provinces, Regions (A-Z)
DH811 Other cities and towns (A-Z)

DJ1 History of Netherlands (Holland)
DJ71 Social life and customs. Civilization. Intellectual life
DJ91 Ethnography
DJ95 Historiography
DJ149 Political and diplomatic history: Foreign relations with individual regions or countries (A-Z)
DJ151 By period
DJ215 19th-20th centuries
DJ219 Biography and memoirs (A-Z)
DJ283 Wilhelmina (1890-1948): Biography and memoirs of contemporaries (A-Z)

DJ401 Local history and description
DJ401 Provinces. Regions. Islands etc. (A-Z)
DJ401.G7 Guelders. Gelderland
DJ411 Cities and towns (A-Z)
DJ411.N6 Nijmegen

DK4 History of Eastern Europe (General)

DK1 History of Russia. Soviet Union. Former Soviet Republics
DK32 Social life and customs. Civilization
DK40 General works
DK70 By period

DK502.6 Local history and description
DK510 Russia (Federation). Russian S.F.S.R.
DK511 Local history and description of European Russian S.F.S.R.: Oblasts and regions etc. (A-Z)

DK4040 History of Poland

DL6.7 History of Northern Europe. Scandinavia
DL44.8 History (General)
DL601 Sweden

DP1 History of Spain
DP48 Social life and customs. Civilization. Intellectual life
DP66 General works
DP91 By period
DP99 Moorish domination and the Reconquest (711-1516): Arab period: General works

DP161 Modern. 1479/1516-1886
DP233 1886-
DP233.5 Social life and customs. Civilization
DP269 Second Republic (1931-1939): Civil War (1936-1939)
DP270 1939-1975: General works

DP285 Local history and description
DP302 Provinces and regions (A-Z)
DP402 Other cities and towns (A-Z)

DP517 History of Portugal

DQ3 History of Switzerland

DR1 History of Balkan Peninsula
DR36 General works
DR60.2 Bulgaria
DR203 Romania
DR417 Turkey
DR701 Local history and description (European Turkey)
DR729 Istanbul (Constantinople): By period: Early and medieval to 1453

DR1228 Yugoslavia. Former Yugoslav republics

DS1 History of Asia
DS13 Ethnography
DS32.5 Historiography: General works
DS36.2 Arab countries
DS41 Middle East. Southwestern Asia. Ancient Orient. Arab and Near East
DS51 Description and travel
DS59 Ethnography: Individual elements in population (A-Z)
DS63 Political and diplomatic history. Foreign and general relations
DS63.2 Relations with individual countries (A-Z)
DS68 Iraq (Assyria. Babylonia. Mesopotamia)
DS80 Lebanon (Phenicia)
DS93.2 Syria

NOTE: From DS101 on, the collection continues on the other side of the hallway, starting at the right side of the elevator.

DS101 Israel (Palestine). The Jews
DS109 Jerusalem
DS110 Regions and towns (A-Z)
DS111 Antiquities
DS115.9 Historiography: Biography of historians, area studies specialists, archaeologists (A-Z)
DS134 Special topics: Jewish diaspora
DS135 Other regions or countries (A-Z)